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Editorial:
In recent years, the widespread deployment of wireless sen-

sor networks, industrial cloud, industrial robot, embedded com-
puting and inexpensive sensors has facilitated industrial Internet
of Things (Industrial IoT) technologies and fostered some
emerging applications (e.g., product lifecycle management).
Industrial IoT is the direct motivation and drive for the industrial
upgrading. Supported by cognitive computing, which is one of
the most important fundamental researches and key techniques
for implementing intelligent manufacturing, Industrial IoT is
significantly becoming smarter that more intelligent services
and applications are emerging. Therefore, the services of an
intelligent Industrial IoT integration with cognitive computing
could be suggestive, prescriptive, or instructive in nature, and it
could be more affective and influential by design choices to
make a new class of problems computable.

Although IoT has emerged with a great potential to change
our life especially with ubiquitous sensing and sensory data,
cognitive IoT technologies will make it possible to understand
what’s happening in the world more deeply. Therefore, it is
necessary to address the technical challenges and problems
related to Industrial IoTon designing, building, and deploying
novel cognitive computing, services and technologies, to en-
able intelligent Industrial IoT services and applications.

This special issue features six selected papers with high
quality. The first article, BBotanical Internet of Things:
Towards Smart Indoor Farming by Connecting People,
Plant, Data and Clouds^, authored by J. Yang et al., developed
a botanical IoT and provided detailed solution including bot-
tom hardware, systematic service to terminal application.
Especially, a Hadoop-based approach was also proposed for
big data analysis applications implemented on the basis of
environmental data (temperature, humidity, illumination in-
tensity and air) which is related to plant growing.

The second article titled BLarge Scale Measurement and
Analytics on Social Groups of Device-to-Device Sharing in
Mobile Social Networks^ presented a large-scale measure-
ment study for the online device-to-device (D2D) content
sharing in Mobile Social Networks (MSNs) with data collect-
ed fromXender, and carried out comprehensive analytics from
the perspective of social networks including structural proper-
ties of sharing groups, characteristics of social graphs, motif
dynamics, and cascade trees.

In the next article with the title BemHealth: Towards Emotion
Health through Depression Prediction and Intelligent Health
Recommender System^, the authors proposed an intelligent
health recommendation system for patients with depression emo-
tion disorder to address the challenge of accessing personalized
therapies in the current social status of medical resources short-
age. The beneficial effects of this system can meet the needs of
the electronic market and can be promoted and popularized.
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The resource utilization of servers (such as CPU, memory)
is an important performance metric in data center networks
(DCNs). The fourth article titled BImproving Resource
Utilization via Virtual Machine Placement in Data Center
Networks^ proposed a correlation-aware virtual machine
placement scheme that effectively places virtual machines on
physical machines. Specifically, neural networks model and
factor model are implemented to forecast the resource utiliza-
tion trend data according to the historical resource utilization
data, while three correlation-aware virtual machine placement
algorithms are developed to enhance resource utilization while
meeting the user-defined service level agreements (SLAs).

With the recent development of Cognitive Internet of Things
(CIoT) and the potential of Cyber Physical System (CPS), peo-
ple’s daily activities become smarter, and intelligent. The combi-
nation of CIoT and CPS can greatly enhance the quality of peo-
ple’s life. The fifth article, BVerifying the images authenticity in
Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT)-oriented Cyber Physical
System^ proposed CIoT-CPS that comprises of two main
models: user activity cognitive model based onmachine learning
to have meaningful data, and image authentication model to
verify the authenticity of images captured by various devices.

The last article titled BFractal Research on the Edge Blur
Threshold Recognition in Big Data Classification^ investigat-
ed efficient trust prediction in a large-scale social network.
The authors proposed the edge blur threshold algorithm for
addressing to the issues in traditional big data classification,
such as inaccuracies and great errors. It classified the big data
based on the reduction of feature dimensions, and also classi-
fied the data on the basis of the differences of the selected data.
To determine the edge blur threshold, it used the least squares
method. Combined with the decision tree method, it finally
realized the classification of big data.
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